Troy bilt tb575ec parts diagram

Part Number: In Stock, 5 available. Ships in 1 - 11 business days. In Stock, 10 available. In
Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 17 available. Part Number: S. In Stock, 1 available. In Stock, 11
available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 14 available. Backorder: No ETA. Part Number: B. In
Stock, 13 available. In Stock, 16 available. In Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 21 available. This
repair video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or damaged spark arrestor on your small
engine. This video will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine which will help get
your gas powered equipment up and running again. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign
in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart.
Preferred Partners of. Troy-Bilt Trimmer Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search
within model. Engine Assembly. Add to Cart. L-Nut Thd. General Assembly. Popular Parts.
Spark Plug. Throttle Trigger. Cutting Head Assembly. Fuel Tank Assembly. Gear Box Assembly.
Air Filter. Carburetor Assembly. Trimmer Parts. Repair Guides. Quick Fix: How to Replace the
Spark Plug in a Small Engine This video will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine
which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again. How to Replace the
Drive Shaft on a String Trimmer Learn how to properly replace the drive shaft on your string
trimmer in less than 30 minutes. Hello Dane, thank you for writing. Related Parts: Carburetor
Assembly. Did this question help you? Yes No. What can I do to make my lower half of my
trimmer rotate and cut. Hi Dennis, we will need a little more information, does the trimmer start?
If not then you will have to troubleshoot the engine. If it does start but the trimmer doesn't cut
you may wish to check the gear box assembly part Thank you for your question and good luck
with your repair! Related Parts: Gear Box Assembly. TBEC leaking oil as fast as I put it in. Is
there a seal I need to replace or does my trimmer have a crack in the engine? Jerry for model
number TBEC asked on Hello Jerry and thanks for writing. The vast majority of leaks are due to
degraded engine gaskets, oil pan leaks, oil seals or bad connections. Crawl under the unit and
check the oil pan seals. While you? Next check the timing cover seal and the valve cover
gaskets. We do carry other spare parts for your unit such as Part oil plug. Good Luck with your
repair. Related Parts: Oil Plug. The TBEC is a weed trimmer. When I put oil in it, it leaks out just
as fast as I put it in. Is there a seal that needs to be replaced or is my engine cracked? Hello
Jerry, Thanks for your question! When this happens you would need to take it apart a little bit to
investigate to see what part is worn to be sure. The major causes of leaking oil are the best
places to check first. Trying to restring the line. How can I do that? Jim for model number Tb ec
asked on Hello Jim, Thanks for your question! We found this information for you in the manual
on page 8. We have included a link to your manual. Seeing the pictures may be beneficial to
your success. That Kinder of lili need it. Lilliam for model number Tbec asked on Hello Lilliam
and thank you for writing. The part you described does not appear in the parts list for this
model. Please reach out to Troy-Bilt at directly to obtain the part number you need to order.
Once you have this information, please feel free to check back with us for pricing and
availability information. I'm looking for the power start tool for my trimmer. I don't see it
anywhere. Hello Mike, thank you for your inquiry! Thank you. Patrick for model number TBEC
asked on Hello Patrick, thank you for your inquiry! Unfortunately the lower shaft housing
assembly will not fit model TBEC. I apologize for the inconvenience. What the part number for
primer bulb, has a hole wore out. Miguel for model number TBEC asked on Hello Miguel, Thank
you for your question. Unfortunately, the primer bulb is not sold separately from the carburetor
under part A for your model. We hope this helps! I need to find out how to restring the trimmer.
Steven for model number TBEC asked on Good Day Steven. Based on our research, these are
the steps to follow in order to restring your trimmer: 1 Shut off the weed eater and disconnect
the spark plug wire to prevent it from accidentally starting. For the SpeedSpool 2, turn the knob
so that the arrows on the knob align with the eyelets on the outer spool. Pull the string until
both sides of the string match up with equal amounts on both sides. Best Regards. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed.
Question: Tbec rpss. I can't find the fuel bulb that you pump in your parts list. Can you help?
Question: TB Ignition Coil dertel. Is there any way to check the ignition coil? I'm getting no
spark. Hello dertel They say there is using an ohm meter or multimeter Set Ohms setting on it to
20K. Touch one lead to spark plug lead inside the boot, touch the other lead to one of the coil
legs. A zero or Infinity reading may indicate a bad coil. A reading of 2. If you get a reading of
ONE, move the Ohm setting down one. Make sure you have the proper air gap between the coil
legs and the magnets in the flywheel. Should be about. Use one for a gauge. Question:
Adjusting Valves scoon. Question: Trimmer Head dcslpoole. Hello , Near the top of the threads
on the Gearbox Assembly there is a hub. If you turn the spindle you will see a notch in the

spindle where there is a cutout in the spindle housing. Place a punch or any item that will fit into
that notch. This will stop the spindle from turning while you remove the Cutting Head Assembly.
Question: Starter Housing Assembly Dear Sir! Hello , The part number Starter Housing
Assembly, does include the recoil spring. Question: Starter Housing Assy Hello , The part
number does include all of the items you mentioned in your question. Along with four new
mounting screws. Just mount it to your machine and your ready to go. Hope this helps, -WJA.
Question: Line Wont Advance chub. Hello chub, If the upper drive shaft and the lower drive
shaft are rotating correctly and so is spindle end on the gearbox assembly. I would think that
there is a problem with the cutting head and spool assembly not allowing the line to advance.
Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add
your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.
Part Number: In Stock, 5 available. Ships in 1 - 11 business days. In Stock, 10 available. In
Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 16 available. Part Number: S. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 11
available. In Stock, 14 available. Backorder: No ETA. In Stock, 1 available. Part Number: B. In
Stock, 18 available. In Stock, 21 available. This video will help you replace the spark plug on a
small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again. This repair
video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or damaged spark arrestor on your small engine.
Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in
your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Troy-Bilt Trimmer Parts.
Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Engine Assembly. Add to Cart.
L-Nut Thd. General Assembly. Popular Parts. Spark Plug. Throttle Trigger. Cutting Head
Assembly. Fuel Tank Assembly. Gear Box Assembly. Air Filter. Carburetor Assembly. Trimmer
Parts. Repair Guides. Quick Fix: How to Replace the Spark Plug in a Small Engine This video
will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine which will help get your gas powered
equipment up and running again. How to Replace the Drive Shaft on a String Trimmer Learn
how to properly replace the drive shaft on your string trimmer in less than 30 minutes. How do I
take the spool head off to replace it? Nancy for model number TBEC asked on Hello Nancy,
thank you for your inquiry. There is a video listed directly under the cutting head assembly on
how to replace this part. Thank you. Related Parts: Cutting Head Assembly. Did this question
help you? Yes No. No compression. What do I need to fix this problem? Hello Kelly, thank you
for your question. The lack of compression is a problem generally caused by air leaks. Leaks
can occur along the crankcase, the piston seals or the intake manifold. We would recommend
checking these areas and then replacing any gaskets, seals, or o rings that are leaking. I hope
this helps! Wherecan I get accessories like a saw bade and connectors for this trimmer. Hello
John and thank you for writing The cutting head assembly Part is in the list of compatible items
for your model. Hope this helps Could you please clarify which connectors you are after? The
cutting head does not rotates fist it slow. Russell for model number TBEC asked on Hello
Russell, thank you for your inquiry. Attached is a link that will help you with your question. Ask
a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed.
Question: Tbec rpss. I can't find the fuel bulb that you pump in your parts list. Can you help?
Question: TB Ignition Coil dertel. Is there any way to check the ignition coil? I'm getting no
spark. Hello dertel They say there is using an ohm meter or multimeter Set Ohms setting on it to
20K. Touch one lead to spark plug lead inside the boot, touch the other lead to one of the coil
legs. A zero or Infinity reading may indicate a bad coil. A reading of 2. If you get a reading of
ONE, move the Ohm setting down one. Make sure you have the proper air gap between the coil
legs and the magnets in the flywheel. Should be about. Use one for a gauge. Question:
Adjusting Valves scoon. Question: Line Wont Advance chub. Hello chub, If the upper drive shaft
and the lower drive shaft are rotating correctly and so is spindle end on the gearbox assembly. I
would think that there is a problem with the cutting head and spool assembly not allowing the
line to advance. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were
unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help?
Customer Service. The Operator's Manual is an important part of your new outdoor power
equipment. It will help you assemble, prepare, maintain and safely operate your machine. Your
outdoor power equipment was built to be operated according to the rules and instructions for
safe operation which are contained in the operator's manual and on the machine itself. Read
and follow all instructions in the manual before attempting to operate your outdoor power
equipment. As with any type of power equipment, carelessness or error on the part of the o
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perator can result in serious injury. Your machine is capable of amputating hands and feet and
throwing objects. Failure to observe the safety rules and instructions, both on the machine and
in the Operator's Manual, could result in serious injury or death. Important: Troy-Bilt, its
parents, affiliates and subsidiaries, is concerned about the safety of its customers and others.
Due to the size of the Operator's Manual, some Operator's Manuals are broken down into two or
more segments so that the entire Operator's Manual can be downloaded easily. Skip to Main
Content. Financing Now Available for Online Purchases. Prior Year Models. Parts Manuals
Diagrams. Filter By. Part Type. Average Reviews. Reset Filters. Head Assembly. Item : Add to
Cart. In Stock. Spark Plug. Back Order. Lowerible Drive Shaft. Air Filter Assembly. Split Boom
Coupler Kit. Clutch Assembly. Throttle Trigger Red. Air Filter. Load More Products. Manuals
Manuals Model. Model: 41BDT57C Form Number: View Options: Download.

